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A B S T R A C T

The performance-based plastic design (PBPD) method generally relies on the nonlinear response of equivalent
elastic-perfectly-plastic single degree of freedom system. It usually cannot achieve the design of three perfor-
mance objectives simultaneously and may not consider the high mode effect of structure, which is significant for
high-rise building. In this paper, a trilinear force-displacement model indicating three prescribed performance
objectives at three seismic hazard levels is adopted to improve the PBPD method. The proposed improved PBPD
method is derived based on multiple degrees of freedom system, while the high-mode effect and post-yield
stiffness of the structure is considered. It can be used for designing seismic resilient fused high-rise buildings. A
novel dual system composed of steel energy-dissipative column (EDC) and moment resisting frame (MF) is
employed for application of the proposed method. This dual system has its fuse members decoupled from the
gravity-resisting system, and the performance-based design of this system is discussed as well as its application
for high-rise buildings. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, a 20-story EDC-MF structure
system is designed using the improved PBPD method. A detailed numerical model of the designed EDC-MF
system is then built, and nonlinear dynamic response analyses at different seismic intensities are performed to
verify the actual structure performance. Results show that the designed structure can achieve the prescribed
yielding mechanism and performance objectives at three seismic hazard levels, and the EDC-MF system can be
effectively applied to high-rise building as a seismic resilient fused structure.

1. Introduction

In the past decade, strong earthquakes have occurred all over the
world and caused great economic loss. For instance, the Wenchuan
earthquake of China in 2008 caused approximately 138.33 billion USD
losses; the Tohoku earthquake of Japan in 2011 led to about 30 billion
USD losses; the Nepal earthquake in 2015 induced 6 billion USD losses
and so on [1–6]. Therefore, resilient city and building under earth-
quakes have gradually become an important research focus in recent
years [7,8]. The resilience is firstly defined by Sustainability Committee
[9,10], which refers to the ability to suffer less damage and recover
rapidly from adverse events. Specifically, buildings should be appro-
priately designed, so that the major functionality of buildings can be
maintained and structure can be easily and rapidly repaired in a short
time after severe earthquakes. However, the current seismic design
codes worldwide, such as ASCE/SEI 7-10 [11], NBCC [12] and GB

50011-2010 [13], generally adopt the force-based seismic design
strategy to prevent the structure from collapse, while the resilience and
sustainability of the structures are still not well considered. In strong
earthquakes, plastic deformation and hysteretic behavior of structures
are usually designed to dissipate seismic energy which would inevitably
lead to extensive response, permanent residual drift and structural da-
mage. In general, structural components that dissipate seismic energy
are also part of the gravity-resisting system in most situations [14], so
the repair or replacement of seismic force-resisting components after
strong earthquake is usually difficult and not viable. The damaged
structural components sometimes have to be demolished even though
they only suffer small or moderate damage. Hence the research and
development of innovative seismic resilient fused structural system are
now at the forefront of structural and earthquake engineering.

At present, the effective way for reducing structural damage and
achieving earthquake resilient system is to utilize the structural fuse.
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The fuse, in the previous research, was defined as members with well-
defined plastic deformation capacity, but was not necessarily replace-
able [15]. Roeder and Popov [16] named the link beam of eccentric
braced frame as 'ductile fuse' due to its good energy dissipation cap-
ability. Aristizabal-Ochoa [17] used the term 'structural fuse' to de-
scribe the knee member in the knee bracing steel frame system.
Nowadays it’s preferred that structural fuses are designed to be easily
replaceable while significantly dissipate seismic energy for protecting
the main structural components from damage. Several novel and effi-
cient fuses can be adopted in multi-story buildings to reduce seismic
response, such as energy dissipating shear link [18], replaceable energy
dissipating moment connection [19], welded wide flange fuse [20],
buckling-restrained brace [21], dual-functional replaceable stiffening
angle steel component [22], steel coupling beam [23], dampers
[24–27], curtain walls [29], and so forth. By rationally incorporating
the fuses into the structural systems, seismic resilient system will be
established. To promote seismic resilience of structure, the fuse system
should be decoupled from the gravity-resisting system. All the seismic
energy is supposed to be dissipated by structural fuses, and the other
structural components remain elastic to bear the gravity. So the fuses
can be rapidly repaired or replaced, and the building will be self-cen-
tered without residual story drift after replacing the damaged fuses.
Based on this concept, some innovative seismic resilient systems have
been studied. Grigorian [10] introduced the rocking core-moment
frame with supplementary energy dissipating devices, and the theore-
tical and technical innovations were introduced to facilitate the im-
plementation of the earthquake resilient rocking core-moment frame.
Yang [14] proposed an innovative truss moment frame fused with
buckling restrained braces and replaceable moment connections. Ha-
midreza [20] designed a novel resilient fused system namely Dual-
Fused H-Frame, which is fused by welded wide flange fuses and buck-
ling restrained knee braces. Shoeibi and Kafi [28] have studied the
performance of linked column frame system by a new performance-
based seismic design method. Li [18] has improved the steel diagrid
structural system by adopting shear link fuse. Bedon [29] efficiently
utilized curtain walls in multi-story buildings to markedly improve the
global dynamics of structures.

To well design seismic resilient fused system, rational performance
objectives at different earthquake shaking intensities should be taken
into account. Performance-based seismic design (PBSD) method is the
desirable approach to reach the design target. Vargas and Bruneau [15]
proposed a structural fuse design procedure based on the nonlinear
single degree of freedom (SDOF) which relies on results of parametric
study. Medhekar and Kennedy [30] introduced the theory of displace-
ment-based seismic design (DBSD). Yang [31] applied the DBSD to pre-
stressed precast concrete shear walls, and Panagiotou [32] adopted the
DBSD to design a 7-story building. The effectiveness of DBSD has been
validated, but the target lateral displacement mode is critical but dif-
ficult to be determined in the design. Goel and Chao [33,34] introduced
the performance-based plastic design (PBPD) based on the energy
equilibrium concept and pre-selected yielding mechanism. Then
Shoeibi [28], Qiu [35], Bai [36] and Li [18] applied the PBPD to dif-
ferent fused structures. As the force-deformation relationship in the
PBPD is usually assumed to be bilinear, as shown in Fig. 1(a), this
method cannot achieve the design of three performance objectives in
one step. Recently, Yang and Dorian [14,19] proposed a novel
equivalent energy design procedure (EEDP) for seismic resilient fused
structures based on the response of an equivalent SDOF. The force-de-
formation relationship in EEDP adopts the trilinear model, which is
shown as the blue line in Fig. 1(b). Therefore, this method is capable of
designing three performance objectives simultaneously. In both of the
PBPD and EEDP, the energy modification factor is obtained by inelastic
response of equivalent SDOF, so most of the application is used only for
low-rise and mid-rise building. Li [37] introduced the high-mode en-
ergy modification factor into EEDP, and applied this method to high
rise fused steel diagrid frame. However, the roof drift of nonlinear

dynamic analysis didn’t match well with the target roof drift. The main
reasons for the discrepancies may be that the EEDP method is initially
derived based on SDOF system and the high-mode energy modification
factor is obtained by modifying the energy modification factor of SDOF
system, which don’t consider the high mode effect adequately. In ad-
dition, during the application of structural fuse, many components can
increase the overall structural post-yield stiffness, which is an important
aspect for the seismic damage control [38], especially when high per-
formance materials and components are used [23,39]. Thus, the force-
deformation relationship, which is shown as the red line in Fig. 1(b), is
more reasonable and should be considered in practical engineering.
Incorporate the post-yield stiffness into the design method will be more
beneficial to control the peak displacement and residual deformation of
a structure.

In this paper, a new and simple design approach considering post-
yield stiffness and high-mode effect is proposed for designing seismic
resilient fused structures or rehabilitating the existing buildings. This
improved PBPD method is capable of simultaneously achieving three
performance objectives: immediate occupancy (IO) for service level
earthquakes (SLE), rapid return (RR) for design based earthquakes
(DBE), and collapse prevention for maximum considered earthquakes
(MCE). A novel dual system composed of steel energy-dissipative
column (EDC) and moment resisting frame (MF) is employed for ap-
plication of the proposed design method. Li [40] has studied the per-
formance of EDC-MF system by a simplified lumped mass shear model,
the result showed that the system can significantly mitigate the inter-
story drift concentration. However, the performance-based design of
this system has never been discussed, as well as its application for high-
rise building. In this study, a 20-story EDC-MF structural system is
designed by the proposed PBPD method. To obtain a well-designed
seismic resilient system, a kind of replaceable moment connection fuse
is added into the EDC-MF system. To verify the effectiveness of the
improved PBPD method, finite element model (FEM) of the 20-story
EDC-MF is built by OpenSees program [41], and then nonlinear time
history analyses are implemented. Furthermore, seismic performance of
the designed EDC-MF system is assessed.

2. Description of the traditional PBPD method

The performance-based plastic design (PBPD) method, which uti-
lizes the pre-selected target drift and yield mechanism as key perfor-
mance objectives, was developed by Goel and Chao [33,34] on the basis
of energy balance concept. This method assumes that the total energy,
which is needed to push a multiple degrees of freedom (MDOF) struc-
tural system monotonically up to a target drift, is equal to the energy
required by an equivalent elastic-perfectly-plastic single degree of
freedom (EPP-SDOF) system. The energy dissipated by the EPP-SDOF
system can be estimated to be a fraction γ of the total elastic energy
absorbed by an elastic single degree of freedom (E-SDOF) system. The
corresponding energy balance concept is illustrated in Fig. 2. Accord-
ingly the energy balance equation is expressed as:

+ = =E E E W
g

S T· 1
2 2e p i

a
2

(1)

where Ei is the total input energy dissipated by the E-SDOF system; Ee
and Ep are the elastic energy and plastic energy dissipated by the EPP-
SDOF system, respectively; W is the structural seismic weight; T is the
structural fundamental period; Sa is the first-mode spectral acceleration;
g is the gravitational constant; γ is the energy modification factor,
which depends on the structural ductility factor μs and the ductility
reduction factor Rμ, γ=(2μs−1)/(Rμ)2. The μs and Rμ can be calcu-
lated by Newmark and Hall equation [42]. The elastic energy Ee can be
estimated by a SDOF system and the plastic energy Ep can be calculated
according to the structural yielding mechanism and lateral force pattern
[28,34,35]. By substituting the parameters into Eq. (1), the design base
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shear Vy can be calculated by:
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where Ci is the lateral force distribution factor at the ith floor; hi is the
height of the ith floor from the building base; Vy is the design base
shear; θp is the plastic drift ratio, which is the difference between ul-
timate drift ratio θu and yielding drift ratio θy. Here it is assumed that
all the stories have a uniform plastic drift ratio [28]. Moreover, to ac-
count for the degrading inelastic behavior or hysteretic loops with
pinching, Ep should be reduced by a hysteretic energy reduction factor
which is defined as the area ratio of degraded hysteretic shape to full
hysteretic shape [28,34,43]. Due to stable behavior of the fuse mem-
bers, the hysteretic energy reduction factor of earthquake resilient fused
system in this paper is adopted as one.

3. Design procedure of the improved PBPD method

3.1. Performance objectives and design base shear

A well-designed seismic resilient fused structure is usually a dual
system with the ability to achieve multiple performance objectives at

different seismic hazard levels. In the improved PBPD method of this
paper, three performance design objectives are adopted. When a
structure is subjected to the SLEs (e.g., with exceedance probability of
50% in 50 years), all the fuse members and structural components re-
main elastic, which correspond to the first performance objective IO.
When structure is subjected to the DBEs (e.g., with exceedance prob-
ability of 10% in 50 years), the fuse members in primary system yield
and dissipate energy by hysteretic behavior, and other structural
members remain elastic, which correspond to the second performance
objective RR. When structure is subjected to the MCEs (e.g., with ex-
ceedance probability of 2% in 50 years), the fuse members both in
primary and secondary system enter inelastic state and the remaining
structural components behaves elastically, which correspond to the
third performance objective CP. During the DBE and MCE excitations,
the fuses dissipate seismic energy to prevent the main structural com-
ponents from damage. And after replacing the damaged fuses, the
structure will return to the performance level IO. It should note that
different earthquake hazard levels can be selected according to the
required specific design code.

As similar to traditional PBPD method, the improved PBPD method
assume that the input seismic energy can be estimated as the total
elastic energy absorbed by an corresponding elastic MDOF (E-MDOF)
system, and dissipated energy by the nonlinear MDOF system is esti-
mated to be a fraction of the input seismic energy. Thus, the MDOF
system has the same energy balance equation form as Eq. (1). However,
the calculation of Ei, Ee, Ep and γ is different from the description in
Section 2, which will be illustrated in the following section. Fig. 3
shows the force-displacement relationship and energy balance concept

(a) PBPD method (b) EEDP method

Fig. 1. Force-displacement relationship and performance objectives of fused structures.
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Fig. 2. Energy balance concept in PBSD method.
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Fig. 3. Force-displacement relationship and energy balance concept in im-
proved PBPD.
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of the improved PBPD method. The horizontal axis represents the roof
drift ratio (RDR), and the vertical axis represents the base shear. The
force-displacement relationship of the MDOF system is simplified as
trilinear model with post-yield stiffness ratio α0 and α. As this method is
directly based on a MDOF system with trilinear force-displacement
model, energy modification factor used in Section 2 for traditional
PBPD method is not applicable. The process of calculating design base
shear is derived as below.

3.1.1. Yielding base shear for SLE excitation
Under the SLE excitation, the structure is designed to remain elastic

for the performance objective IO. When a structure behaves elastically,
the total elastic strain energy of an E-MDOF system, which is equal to
the input seismic energy, can be approximately estimated as
[35,43,44]:

=E W
g

S T1
2 2i

a1
2

(4)

where T is the fundamental period of the MDOF system; W represents
the total structural seismic weight instead of first modal weight, for
considering multiple vibration modes; Sa1 is the first-mode spectral
acceleration corresponding to SLE hazard level.

Akiyama [45] and Qiu [35] estimated the elastic strain energy of
MDOF system by simplifying the MDOF system as an SDOF system.
According to the principle of energy balance, the elastic strain energy is
equal to the work of external force. Therefore, in this paper the elastic
strain energy of MDOF system is approximated by:
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where Vy is the yielding base shear of MDOF system; θy is the yielding
RDR, which can be arbitrarily selected by designers for the performance
objective IO; the lateral force distribution factor Ci can be determined
by the selected lateral force pattern.

Because the structure remains elastic during SLE excitation, the
corresponding plastic strain energy Ep and energy modification factor γ
equal to zero and one, respectively. By substituting Eqs. (4) and (5) into
Eq. (1), the following formula can be given:
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The yielding base shear can be easily determined by Eq. (6). How-
ever, the fundamental period of the structure, T, is generally unknown
at the beginning of design. It needs to estimate the T at the initial de-
sign, and iteration may be necessary during the design process. If the T
of a designed structure is far from the initial assumption, it must be
adjusted until the value of T converges to the final design value. In
order to reduce the iteration, the fundamental period is needed to be
rationally estimated. An effective way, based on the elastic displace-
ment spectrum and displacement-based seismic design [30], is utilized
here for estimating the fundamental period. If the uniform mass dis-
tribution along the structural height is adopted, the spectral displace-
ment, Sd, of an equivalent SDOF system can be expresses as:
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where ueff is the drift of equivalent SDOF system; ui is the drift at ith
floor of MDOF system, which is approximated by hiθy here; mi is the ith
floor mass. Moreover, an elastic design displacement spectrum corre-
sponding to the SLE excitation can be obtained according to the design
acceleration spectrum in seismic code. After determining Sd by Eq. (7),
the fundamental period can be estimated by the design displacement
spectrum.

3.1.2. Plastic base shear for DBE excitation
During the DBE excitation, fuse members of primary system enter

inelastic state, while the other structural members are elastic. From the
SLE level to DBE level, the plastic energy needed for pushing structure
to the target performance state produces, and is remarked as Ep1.
During this process, an energy modification factor γa is introduced into
the energy balance equation:

+ =E E Ee p a i1 (8)

According to the description in the previous section, the total input
energy and the elastic strain energy are estimated by Eqs. (9) and (10),
respectively. Based on the balance principle of internal and external
virtual work, the plastic energy dissipated by the structure can be
computed by Eq. (11). Among these equations, Sa2 is the first-mode
spectral acceleration corresponding to DBE excitation; θp1 is the plastic
drift ratio at the DBE excitation, which is calculated by θp1= θd− θy,
and θd is determined by designers to target the performance objective
RR; Vp is the plastic base shear corresponding to DBE level. As the same
with the PBPD method, all the stories are assumed to have a uniform
plastic drift ratio.
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By substituting Eqs. (9)–(11) into (8), the plastic base shear can be
solved as Eq. (12). The energy modification factor γa will be described
in detail in the following section.
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3.1.3. Ultimate RDR for MCE excitation
During the MCE excitation, the fuse members both in primary and

secondary system are designed to dissipate energy via plastic de-
formation, and the main structural members remain elastic. The per-
formance objective CP is achieved in this hazard level by designing
structural fuses to maintain their yielding strength until the structure
reaches the ultimate RDR θu [19]. The incremental plastic energy
produced from the DBE to MCE excitation is remarked as Ep2. And an
energy modification factor γb is introduced into the energy balance
equation:

+ + =E E E Ee p p b i1 2 (13)

The energy modification factor γb will be described in detail in the
following section. According to the description in the previous section,
the total input energy and the elastic strain energy are estimated by Eqs.
(14) and (10), respectively. Based on the balance principle of internal
and external virtual work, the incremental plastic energy can be com-
puted by Eq. (15). In these equations, Sa3 is the first-mode spectral
acceleration corresponding to MCE hazard level; θp2 is the plastic drift
ratio from the DBE to MCE hazard level, which is calculated by equa-
tion: θp2= θu− θd.
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By substituting Eqs. (10)–(11), and (14)–(15) into (13), the ultimate
RDR can be given as:
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3.2. Lateral force pattern and P-Delta effect

3.2.1. Lateral force pattern
Several lateral force patterns presented in current seismic design

codes [11,13,46,47] are available for structural analysis and design, but
these patterns are generally based on the elastic response of MDOF
systems [45]. In this paper, a modified lateral force pattern, which is
derived from extensive nonlinear dynamic analyses by Chao et al. [48],
is adopted and expressed as follows:

=F C Vi i (17)
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where Fi is the lateral force at ith floor; V is the design base shear; Ci is
the lateral force distribution factor and T is the fundamental period as
mentioned above; βi is the shear distribution factor at the ith floor; Vi

and Vn are the story shear force at the ith floor and roof, respectively;Wj

and Wn are the structural seismic weight at ith floor and roof, respec-
tively; hj and hn are the height of ith floor and roof from the base, re-
spectively. The value of parameter q that affects the distribution of
lateral force along the structural height can be modified for different
structural systems. Here, the value 0.75 suggested by previous study
[48] is adopted for q to consider the structural high mode effect.

3.2.2. P-Delta effect
The P-Delta effect, which may cause structural instability, is critical

for design of high-rise building. In current seismic design codes, such as
ASCE 7-10 [11], it is considered through the stability coefficient and
additional base shear. Because the design elastic displacement is used in
these codes, and inelastic displacement would lead to economic in-
efficiency design, Shoeibi [28] defined a modified stability coefficient
as:
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where SCi is the stability coefficient; Pj is the gravity load at jth floor;
Δy,i is the story displacement of ith floor and Vy,i is the story shear of ith
floor, which are resulted from yielding base shear. When SCi is lower
than 10%, the P-Delta effect can be ignored. Otherwise, the additional
base shear, computing by Eq. (21), should be added to the base shear of
the building.
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n
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3.3. Distribution of design base shear and the design procedure

3.3.1. Distribution of design base shear to the primary and secondary
system

Fuse members in the primary and secondary system are designed to
dissipate seismic energy at the DBE and MCE hazard level, respectively.
And structural fuses maintain their yielding strength even while the
structure reaches the ultimate response RDR. Hence, the force-dis-
placement relationships of the total, primary and secondary system can
be described as Fig. 4. The sum of primary and secondary system’s base
shear equals to that of the total system. Considering this force equili-
brium condition, the following equations can be obtained:
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where Vy,pr and Vy,se are the yielding strength of the primary and sec-
ondary system, respectively; the ductility factor μd is defined as the
ratio of θd to θy; α1 is post-yield stiffness ratio of the primary system.
The relationship of secondary system’s post-yield stiffness ratio α2, α1
and α can be expressed as:
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y

y
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,
2

,

(24)

when the same materials and components are used for primary and
secondary fuse system, that is α1 equals α2, it can be obtained that
α1= α2= α.

3.3.2. Design procedure
After distributing the design base shear to primary and secondary

system, plastic design for the fuse members and capacity design for the
non-yielding members can be implemented for achieving a seismic re-
silient structure. The design flowchart of the proposed PBPD method is
plotted in Fig. 5, and the design steps are outlined as follows.

(1) Specify the structural parameters, including the story number n,
the story height hi and weight wi. Select the type of structural fuse
and determine the post-yield stiffness ratio α1 and α2. If the
structural fuse of each system utilize the same material, it is that
α1= α2.

(2) Select the seismic hazard levels and target RDR θy for performance
level IO. According to the design response spectra, estimate the
structural fundamental period T by Eq. (7).

(3) Calculate parameters of lateral force pattern Ci and βi which

y d u

V y
V p

V

RDR

Total system

Primary system

Secondary system

V y
,p

r
V y

,se

0

1

2

Fig. 4. Distribution of design base shear between primary and secondary
system.
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consider the high mode effect. Then calculate the yielding base
shear Vy by Eq. (6).

(4) Select target RDR θp for performance level RR, and calculate
plastic RDR and ductility factor by θp1= θp− θy and μd= θp/θy.
Then, determine energy modification factor γa described in fol-
lowing section, and calculate the plastic base shear Vp by Eq. (12).

(5) Check the stability coefficient using Eq. (20), and calculate addi-
tional base shear Va for considering P-Delta effect by Eq. (21) if
necessary.

(6) Distribute the design base shear to primary and secondary system,
and calculate the yielding strength, Vy,pr and Vy,se, by Eqs. (22) and
(23).

(7) Calculate post-yield stiffness ration α through Eq. (24), if α1= α2,
it can be obtained that α1= α2= α. Then, determine energy
modification factor γb described in following section and calculate
the ultimate RDR θu to target performance level of CP by Eq. (16).

(8) Determine lateral force Fi at each floor of primary and secondary
system through Eq. (17). And design the yielding members (fuses
in each system) using plastic design process. During the member
design, general provisions in design codes, such as GB 50011-2010
[13] and AISC 341-10 [49], can be taken into account. Because the
design code is utilized to design or adjust the member’s section
and has no effect on the pre-selected yielding mechanism, dif-
ferent design codes can be used without considering the possible
differences.

(9) Design the non-yielding members according to the capacity design
principle, to ensure that these members remain elastic under the
probable forces created by the yielding members. During the de-
sign, the factor 1.25Ry and 1.1Ry can be considered for non-
yielding members of primary and secondary system, respectively,
where Ry is the ratio of expected yield stress to the specified yield
stress [28].

(10) Check the fundamental period T. If T is far from the initial as-
sumption, return to step 3.

(11) If T converges to the final design value, the seismic performance of
the final designed structure should be evaluated via nonlinear
dynamic analysis.

3.4. Energy modification factors

3.4.1. Ground motions
The energy modification factors in the PBPD and EEDP methods are

derived by nonlinear time history analysis of SDOF system. To design a
high-rise fused steel diagrid frame utilizing EEDP method, Li [37] has
implemented nonlinear time history analysis of MDOF system to adjust
the energy modification factors. Similarly, the two energy modification
factors of the proposed method in this paper, γa and γb, which are re-
quired for achieving three performance objectives at three seismic ha-
zard levels, will be derived by a series of nonlinear time history ana-
lyses. A suite of 20 ground motions, are selected from the PEER ground
motion database [50], as listed in Table A1. These ground motions are
selected based on the site class C soil specified in ASCE 7-10 [11]. The
design spectral parameters, SMs and SM1, for MCE (2% probability of
exceedance in 50 years) are 2.4 and 1.1, respectively. The design
spectral parameters, SDs and SD1, for DBE (2% probability of ex-
ceedance in 50 years) are 1.6 and 0.74, respectively [11]. The design
spectrum of SLE level adopts 25% of the DBE level spectrum, re-
presenting 87% probability of exceedance in 50 years [14,37,51]. Fig. 6
shows the design response spectra specified in ASCE 7-10 [11], and
spectra of the selected earthquake records scaled to DBE level.

3.4.2. Energy modification factor γa
The proposed method is directly based on MDOF system. Hence, the

energy modification factors are determined here by nonlinear dynamic
analysis of MDOF system, which considers the structural high mode
effect. γa is the energy modification factor for performance level RR
with the target RDR θd. For a selected θd, relationship of post-yield
stiffness ratio α0, μd and γa can be expressed as:
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(a) Design response spectra (b) earthquake records’ spectra scaled to DBE level

Fig. 6. Response spectra of ASCE 7-10 and earthquake records.
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For obtaining the energy modification factor, it needs to establish
lumped mass story model of MDOF system. The mass and stiffness
distribution along the structural height is the critical properties for
developing the story model. Miranda [52] and Xiong [53] used as-
sumption of uniform mass and stiffness to estimate dynamic response of
multistory and tall buildings, and obtained desirable results. Thus,
uniform mass and stiffness distribution are utilized for establishing

story model. The effects of non-uniform mass and stiffness, such as
linear function and parabolic function distribution [54], are not dis-
cussed in this paper. Assume mass and stiffness of each story as m and k,
the mass and stiffness matrices, M and K, can be given as:

= = ×m m m mM  diag( , ) diag(1, 1 1)n1 2 (26)
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+
+

+
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+ +
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k k k k
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(27)

According to equation |K− (2π/T)2·M|= 0, k can be solved by re-
garding m as one. Thus, the elastic lumped mass model can be estab-
lished, and steps for determining γa are outlined as follows.

(1) Carry out time history analysis of elastic lumped mass story model.
Determine yielding shear force Fy,i and displacement Δy,i of each
story, as well as RDR θr,SLE.

(2) Establish bilinear lumped mass story model by selecting α0. The
force-displacement relationship at the ith story is plotted in Fig. 7.
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Then, conduct nonlinear time history analysis of this analytical
model, and determine RDR θr,DBE.

(3) Calculate μd by μd= θr,DBE/θr,SLE, and γa by Eq. (25). Try different
α0 and obtain the relation curve of α0, μd and γa.

(4) Test different T and n, and obtain different relation curve of α0, μd
and γa.

During the analysis, 2.5% Rayleigh damping is adopted. The flow-
chart for determining γa is provided in Fig. A1, and calculating results
with T=1.0 s (storey number n=10) and T=2.0 s (n=20) are de-
scribed in Fig. 8.

3.4.3. Energy modification factor γb
γb is the energy modification factor for performance objective CP

under MCE level excitation. Based on the previous section, the steps for
determining γb are outlined as follows.

(1) Select parameter α which is smaller than α0. Then, force-displace-
ment relationship at the ith story can be plotted in Fig. 9, and tri-
linear lumped mass story model can be established. Perform non-
linear time history analysis for this analytical model, and then
determine RDR θr,MCE.

(2) Calculate γb by Eq. (16) according to θr,SLE, θr,DBE, θr,MCE and base
shear of elastic model and bilinear analytical model.

(3) Try different α0 and obtain the relation curve of α0 and γb.
(4) Test different T and α, and obtain different relation curve of α0 and

γb.

The flowchart for determining γb is described in Fig. A2, and cal-
culating results when α=0.2 and α=0.4 are shown in Fig. 10.

4. Application of the improved PBPD method

4.1. The EDC-MF dual system

A novel structural system, EDC-MF dual system, introduced by Li
[40] is adopted to illustrate the application of proposed design method.
The EDC-MF system consists of steel energy-dissipative column (EDC)
and moment resisting frame (MF). The EDC consists of two steel
boundary columns connected by a series of replaceable steel strip
dampers (RSSD). And at each story level, a rigid link is used to co-
ordinate deformation of the two columns. Fig. 11 shows the config-
uration details of EDCs [55,56]. Experimental studies of EDCs were
conducted by Li [55], and the theoretical formulas for determining the
elastic stiffness, yielding and ultimate capacity of the EDCs are derived
[56]. Moreover, performance of EDC-MF system has been studied by a
simplified lumped mass shear model [40], the result showed that the
system can significantly mitigate the inter-story drift concentration.
However, the performance-based design of this system has never been
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Fig. 10. Determination of energy modification factor γb.

Fig. 11. Configuration details of EDCs.
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Fig. 12. Failure mode of EDC-MF system.
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discussed, as well as its application for high-rise buildings.
During the test of EDC in literature [55], the boundary columns still

remained elastic at the end of test. And desirable failure model of the
EDC-MF system is dominated by ductile rupture of RSSDs and plastic
hinge development in ductile beams, as shown in Fig. 12. Therefore,
EDC-MF has great potential to be designed as a seismic resilient
structure. The fuses, RSSD, are replaceable and decoupled from the
gravity system. It needs to introduce a type of replaceable moment
connection into the EDC-MF system. The bolted moment connection
(MC) proposed by Pryor and Murray [57], as shown in Fig. A3 [19], is
utilized here. This connection consists of steel angel and yielding plates.
The yielding plates are designed to absorb seismic energy by tension
and compression deformation as a result of joint rotation. It is de-
coupled from the gravity-resisting system due to steel angle is designed
to support gravity loads when the plates are damaged and need to be
replaced. With these two types of fuse, the EDC-MF system can be de-
veloped as a well-designed seismic resilient structural system.

4.2. Structural member design

4.2.1. Plastic design of yielding members
Here the improved PBPD method in this paper is adopted for the

design of EDC-MF system. The fuses in primary system are designed to
yield firstly. Its yielding mechanism is plotted in Fig. 13(a). The shear
forces of RSSDs at the same floor are assumed to be equal, remarked as
Vs,i, which is computed as βiVs,r. Vs,r is the shear force of RSSDs in the
top floor. Because the RSSDs evenly distribute in each floor, the height

from middle of the story to the base h’i is used to calculate βi here.
According to kinematic energy equilibrium method, Vs,r can be de-
termined as follows:
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where Wext,pr and Wext,pr are the external work internal work of primary
system, respectively; θp is the plastic drift ratio and should be computed
by θp= θu− θy here; Fpr,i is the lateral force distribution of primary
system; γp is the shear rotation of RSSD; e and ec are the bay length and
clear bay length of EDC, respectively; ns is the number of RSSD in each
story. Based on the theoretical formulas of yielding capacity of RSSDs
[56], the primary fuses, RSSDs, can be designed by Eq. (29), where Qy is
the yielding capacity of RSSD, and meaning of other items are shown in
Fig. 11. The bp1/bp and hp1/hp are respectively suggested to be 0.25 and
0.5 in previous studies [55,56].
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Fig. 13(b) shows the yielding mechanism of secondary system.
Plastic hinges form at end of the beams due to the MCs yield. The design
moment of MCs at top floor is MMC,r, and then moment of MCs at ith
floor MMC,i is calculated as βiMMC,r. Using kinematic energy equilibrium
method, MMC,r can be determined as follows:
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where Wext,se and Wext,se are the external work internal work of sec-
ondary system, respectively; the plastic drift ratio θp should be calcu-
lated by θp= θu− θd here; Fse,i is the lateral force distribution of sec-
ondary system; nc is the number of MC in each story. Then, the area of
yielding plate in MC at each floor, Ai, can be designed by Eq. (31),
where fy is the specified yielding strength of the steel plate, di is the
depth of the beam at ith floor, and Ry adopts 1.1 [19].

=A
M
R f di

MC i

y y i

,

(31)

4.2.2. Capacity design of non-yielding members
After the yielding members have been designed, the non-yielding

members (beams and columns) need to be capacity designed to remain
elastic under the maximum probable forces created by RSSDs and MCs.

Fig. 14 shows the free body diagram for the design of beams and col-
umns, which adopts the same structural arrangement as the design
example in Section 4.3. Although the arrangement of EDCs may be
different in other structures, the method of establishing

free body diagram is identical. The subscript ‘p’ means the max-
imum probable forces. The unbalanced lateral forces, CiF, in
Fig. 14(d)–(f) can be calculated by taking moment about the column
base, where the moment resulted by all the forces should be zero. It
should be noted that all loads including gravity load should be con-
sidered during the process of capability design.

4.3. Design example of EDC-MF system

The prototype building, a 20-story EDC-MF with 5×3 bays, is de-
signed to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed design method
in this paper. The bay width of the moment frame and EDC are 9m and
2.5 m, respectively. The story height is 4m. The parameters, h and hp,
for RSSD are 0.18m and 0.15m, respectively. There are 42 RSSDs (two
EDCs) and 4 MCs in each floor. According to the experimental studies
[19,55,57], the parameters, α1, α2 and α, adopt 0.2. All the columns are
pin connected to the base. Fig. 15 shows plan layout and elevation view
of the prototype structure, as well as the performance objectives. The
building is symmetric in both x and y direction, and only one bay in the
y direction is studied in this paper. The seismic tributary mass for the
one-bay EDC-MF is 40702.5 kN, which equals to 1/6 of the total
structural mass. The structure is assumed to locate at the site class C soil
specified in ASCE 7-10 [11], and the design spectral parameters have
been described in Section 3.4.1.

The steel material with yielding stress of 235MPa is used for the
primary fuses (RSSDs). Other members, including secondary fuses
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Fig. 14. Free body diagram for the capacity design.
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(MCs) and non-yielding members (beam and column) adopt steel ma-
terial with yielding stress of 345MPa. The performance objectives, IO,
RR and CP, corresponding to the three seismic hazard levels described
in Section 3.4.1 are considered in the design process. The target RDR θy
and θd for SLE and DBE level are selected as 0.17% and 0.58%, re-
spectively. All the other design parameters can be calculated easily, and
are listed in Table 1. The additional base shear resulted from P-Delta
effect is not added as the stability coefficients are lower than 10%. By
the proposed design flowchart in Fig. 5, the section of structural
members are designed and listed in Table 2. The fundamental period of
prototype building is 2.04 s, which is close to initial assumption 2.0 s.
Hence, no iteration is performed for the prototype design.

5. Seismic performance assessment of the designed EDC-MF
system

5.1. Numerical model

To assess the seismic performance of the designed EDC-MF system, a
detailed nonlinear numerical model is built using OpenSees program
[41]. Fig. 16 describes the numerical modeling approach. Because the
beams and columns are capacity designed to remain elastic, they are
modeled using elastic beam-column elements, and their maximum
forces are checked in the post-processing. The links at story level of
EDCs are simulated using rigid Link. The flexural behavior of MCs is
modeled by zero-length elements and Steel4 material which is a general

Table 1
Design parameters of proposed PBPD method.

Parameters Value Remark Parameters Value Remark Parameters Value Remark

W/kN 40702.5 Given Sa2/g 0.37 ASCE 7-10 Vy 0.084W Eq. (6)
α1, α2, α 0.2 Given Sa3/g 0.555 ASCE 7-10 Vp 0.166W Eq. (12)
RDR θy 0.17% User-defined μd 3.4 θd/θy RDR θu 1.04% Eq. (16)
RDR θd 0.58% User-defined α0 0.4 Fig. 8(b) Vy,pr 0.062W Eq. (22)
T/s 2.0 Eq. (7) γa 0.51 Fig. 8(b) Vy,se 0.074W Eq. (23)
Sa1/g 0.0925 ASCE 7-10 γb 0.57 Fig. 10(b)

Table 2
The member sections designed by proposed PBPD method.

Story Column in EDC Interior column Beam tp× hp× bp of RSSD (m) Yielding plate area of MC (m2)

1 W36×800 W36×361 W24×279 0.085×0.15× 1.2 0.013
2 W36×800 W36×361 W24×279 0.085×0.15× 1.2 0.013
3 W14×730 W14×730 W24×279 0.085×0.15× 1.2 0.013
4 W14×665 W14×730 W24×229 0.085×0.15× 1.2 0.013
5 W14×665 W14×730 W24×229 0.100×0.15× 1.5 0.013
6 W14×550 W14×730 W24×229 0.100×0.15× 1.5 0.012
7 W14×500 W14×730 W24×229 0.100×0.15× 1.5 0.012
8 W14×455 W14×730 W24×207 0.100×0.15× 1.5 0.012
9 W14×426 W14×665 W24×207 0.095×0.15× 1.5 0.012
10 W14×370 W14×665 W24×207 0.090×0.15× 1.5 0.011
11 W14×342 W14×665 W24×192 0.090×0.15× 1.5 0.011
12 W14×283 W14×605 W21×201 0.085×0.15× 1.5 0.011
13 W14×233 W14×605 W21×201 0.080×0.15× 1.5 0.011
14 W14×211 W14×500 W21×182 0.075×0.15× 1.5 0.010
15 W14×176 W14×500 W21×166 0.070×0.15× 1.5 0.010
16 W14×132 W14×455 W14×211 0.065×0.15× 1.5 0.012
17 W14×132 W14×455 W14×193 0.065×0.15× 1.5 0.011
18 W14×132 W14×455 W14×159 0.065×0.15× 1.5 0.010
19 W14×132 W14×455 W14×145 0.065×0.15× 1.5 0.008
20 W14×132 W14×455 W14×120 0.065×0.15× 1.5 0.005
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Fig. 16. Numerical modeling based on OpenSees.
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uniaxial material with combined kinematic and isotropic hardening.
The RSSDs in EDC are modeled utilizing a combination of zero-length
element and rigid beams. The axial behavior u1 of the zero-length
element is simulated by elastic uniaxial material with elastic modulus
same with the axial stiffness of RSSDs. And the shear behavior u2 of the
zero-length element is simulated by Steel4 material. The model para-
meters for Steel4 material are listed in Table A2. Fig. 17(a) and (b) gives
the numerical and experimental result comparison of EDC and MC
system, respectively. The experimental results originate from the quasi-
static test conducted by Li [55] and Pryor [57]. The results show that
the numerical model is able to predict the nonlinear behavior of RSSD
and MC fuses. In addition, 2.5% Rayleigh damping are assigned to the
numerical model for dynamic analysis.

5.2. Results of nonlinear dynamic analyses

A suite of 20 ground motions, shown in Table A1, are respectively
scaled to SLE, DBE and MCE level for nonlinear time history analysis of
the designed 20-story EDC-MF system. Fig. 18 presents the results of the
RDR and base shear probability of exceedance at the three seismic le-
vels. These probability curves are constructed according to the max-
imum RDR and base shear responses of each earthquake record and the
assumption of lognormal distribution. From this figure, the RDRs are
0.18%, 0.62% and 0.96% for SLE, DBE and MCE level, respectively, at
the 50% probability of exceedance, which match well with the target
RDRs, 0.17%, 0.58% and 1.04%, adopted during the design process.
The base shear coefficient is defined as the ratio of the maximum base
shear to the structural weight W. Thus, the base shear for SLE, DBE and
MCE level are 0.084W, 0.218W and 0.301W, respectively, at the 50%
probability of exceedance. Under SLE shaking level, the analytical value
is identical to the design value 0.084W. Under DBE and MCE shaking
level, the analytical values are larger than the design values 0.166W
and 0.211W. The value of 0.211W is calculated according to Vy, Vp, the
target roof drift ratio and post-yielding stiffness. Results reveal that the
capacity of the designed structure is larger than the design seismic
demand, and the designed structure is conservative.

The maximum inter-story drift ratios of the designed structure
subjected to different shaking intensities are shown in Fig. 19. In gen-
eral, the inter-story drift ratios are lower at the top of the structure and
are larger at the bottom, because the seismic demand of the yielding
members are larger at the bottom floors and lower at the top floors (see

Figs. 20 and 21). The inter-story drift ratios of near-fault ground mo-
tions (NO. 11–20) are larger than far-field ground motions (NO. 1–10)
on the whole, especially when subjected to ground motion NO. 15 and
NO. 16, indicating that near-fault has significant influence on the
structural dynamic responses due to its impulse effect. Following
seismic design provisions in ASCE 7-10 [11], the EDC-MF system is
designed to satisfy two design criteria [18,58]. The maximum inter-
story drift ratio at the DBE and MCE hazard level are limited to 2.5%
and 3.5%, respectively. Observed from Fig. 19, the maximum of mean
inter-story drift ratio are 1.1% and 2.0% for DBE and MCE level, re-
spectively, which indicates that mean value of the inter-story drift ratio
at DBE and MCE hazard level are much less than the limitations.
Moreover, considering the structural and non-structural damages, the
SEAOC [34,59] defined three performance targets, 0.5%, 1.5% and
2.5%, corresponding to SLE, DBE and MCE hazard level, respectively. It
can be found that the mean values of the inter-story drift ratio at the
three seismic intensities are obviously less than the limitations of
SEAOC. The maximum of mean inter-story drift ratio for SLE level is
0.26%. The above analysis results demonstrate that the designed EDC-
MF system has good seismic performance against strong ground mo-
tions, and the proposed designed method is reliable for designing fused
high-rise structures.

To evaluate performance of the yielding members, the shear demand
capacity ratio (DCR) defined as the maximum shear to the yielding shear in
RSSD fuses and the moment DCR defined as the maximum bendingmoment
to the yielding moment in MC fuses are obtained via nonlinear time history
results. Figs. 20 and 21 plot the shear and moment DCRs of each story at the
three seismic hazard levels, respectively. For SLE hazard level, most of the
shear DCRs and all of the moment DCRs are lower than 1. It means that
most of the RSSDs remain elastic and no MC member enter inelastic phase.
Few RSSDs enter inelastic phase only when subject to near-fault ground
motion NO. 13, NO. 15 and NO. 16. The maximum values of mean shear
and moment DCRs are 0.78 and 0.28, respectively. Therefore, the perfor-
mance objective IO, which requires all the structural members to be elastic,
is deemed to be achieved. For DBE hazard level, most shear DCRs are larger
than 1, and most moment DCRs are lower than 1. The maximum values of
mean shear and moment DCR are 1.57 and 0.93, respectively. It means that
the RSSDs have yielded to dissipate seismic energy, while the MCs behave
elastically. Due to the RSSD fuses can be easily replaced after an earthquake,
the designed EDC-MF system is capable of achieving the performance ob-
jective RR. For MCE hazard level, almost all the shear DCRs are larger than
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Fig. 19. The maximum inter-story drift ratio of the designed EDC-MF.
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Fig. 20. The shear DCR of RSSDs.
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Fig. 21. The moment DCR of MCs.
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1, and most moment DCRs are larger than 1. The maximum values of mean
shear and moment DCR are 1.81 and 1.35, respectively. Both the RSSD and
MC fuses have yielded to protect the gravity system from damage, which
allows the designed EDC-MF system to target performance objective CP.
The yielding mechanism of the EDC-MF follows the sequence of RSSDs yield
at DBE level and MCs yield at MCE level, which is in accordance with the
pre-selected yielding mechanism. The results reveal that the proposed de-
sign method is able to achieve the prescribed yielding mechanism and
performance objectives.

In order to check the performance of non-yielding members in gravity-
resisting system, the shear and moment DCRs of the beams under the ex-
citation of MCEs are obtained from the nonlinear dynamic analyses.
Because the seismic demand of yielding members and inter-story drift ratio
are largest at the first story, only the first story beams where plastic hinges
are most likely to occur, are discussed here. Fig. 22 depicts the shear and
moment DCRs of the first story beams, and the earthquake record NO. 21
represents the mean value of NO. 1–20. Because the left and right beams are
hinged to the EDCs and the middle beam are assembled with more MC, the
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Fig. 22. The shear and moment DCR of the first story beams at MCE hazard level.
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shear and moment DCRs of middle beam are larger than left and right
beams. The maximum value of shear DCRs is 0.176, which is much lower
than 1. There are four near-fault earthquake records in which the moment
DCRs are larger than 1. The maximum value of moment DCR is 1.158.
Although the beams enter inelastic phase under the excitation of these four
records, the nonlinear behavior is slight. And mean values of the moment
DCR for left, right and middle beam are obviously less than 1, which are
0.567, 0.560 and 0.734, respectively. Hence, the proposed designed method
is deemed to be capable of protecting the beam members from yielding.
Moreover, it can be observed that the shear DCRs are much less than the
moment DCRs, indicating the function of strong shear-weak bending design
concept.

According to the maximum internal force responses, Fig. 23 provides
the P-M interactions of the column bases at MCE hazard level, where the
C1–C6 represent the six column bases in Fig. 15 from left to right, and the
vertical and horizontal axes represent the nominalized axial force and
bending moment. The blue dash line represents P-M curve of column C3
and C4, while red dash line represents P-M curve of other columns. N andM
are the maximum axial force andmoment of columns, respectively.Np is the
production of section area and yielding strength, andMp is the production of
section modulus and yielding strength. For the columns in the EDC (C1, C2,
C5, C6), the nominal axial force is larger than the nominal moment because
these columns are dominated by axial load. Since the frame columns (C3,
C4) are dominated by bending moment, their nominal moment is larger
than the nominal axial force. In this figure, all points are distributed below
the limit curve, illustrating that no plastic hinge appears under excitation of
MCEs, and the columns behave elastically. A few beams have entered
yielding phase under seismic excitations (Fig. 22), while all the columns
remain elastic, indicating the function of strong column-weak beam design
concept.

6. Discussion

The proposed design method is accurate and effective, and some further
works may need to be conducted in the future. When the structural tor-
sional effect resulted from the asymmetric plan is significant, the iteration
number of the proposed design method may increase, and the design ac-
curacy may decrease. Asymmetric geometries in elevation by non uniform
stiffness can also influence the design accuracy of our method. To improve
these aspects fully, some effects should be taken into account: (a) the
seismic torsional moment should be considered for torsional design of
structural components; (b) more structure periods may need to be estimated
for the design; (c) the energy modification factors should be modified to
consider the significant torsional effect. The 2DMPA method introduced by
Birzhandi [60] and Lin [61] can be utilized for improving it. The soil-
structure interactions and seismic cumulative damage have an obvious ef-
fect on the dynamic characteristics and hysteretic behavior of the structure.
To fully consider these effects, the story model for calculating energy
modification factors should be modified. Soil-structure interactions should
be simulated in the story model, an effective way is to use spring element to
model the interactions [62]. And a hysteretic model considering cumulative
damage should be adopted in the nonlinear dynamic analysis. The method
presented in this paper is for the design of horizontal seismic excitation. For
vertical earthquake, the method presented in this paper is also applicable.
Several parameters need to be modified: (a) the vertical mode should be
considered, and the energy modification factors need to be modified by the
vertical seismic excitation; (b) the structural members need to be designed
under vertical seismic action. When considering the action of horizontal and
vertical earthquake simultaneously, a combination of multi-directional
seismic excitation designed in the code [13] can be used. Although the
performance objective CP can be ensured by the proposed design method,
the progressive collapse of the designed structure may still occur under
extreme earthquakes. The effects of progressive collapse failure modes need

to be discussed in the future.

7. Conclusions

This study presents an improved PBPD method, which simultaneously
considers the design of multiple performance objectives, the post-yield
stiffness and high-mode effect. The derivation of the improved method has
been illustrated in detail. And a novel dual structure, 20-story EDC-MF, is
designed and numerically modeled to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed method. During the design process and nonlinear dynamic ana-
lysis, the following conclusions are drawn:

(1) The proposed design procedure is simple and can simultaneously
and effectively achieve the design of multiple performance objec-
tives for SLE, DBE and MCE hazard level. And its effectiveness for
designing seismic resilient fused high-rise building has been proved.

(2) The 20-story EDC-MF designed by the proposed method achieves the
target roof drift ratios and fundamental period without iteration. The
base shear of dynamic analysis is identical to the design value at SLE
shaking level, and is conservative at DBE and MCE shaking level.

(3) The pre-selected yielding mechanism can be achieved by the proposed
method. In the designed EDC-MF system, all structural members remain
elastic at SLE hazard level. During DBE hazard level, the primary fuses,
RSSDs, enter inelastic phase while the secondary fuses, MCs, behave
elastically. For MCE hazard level, both RSSDs and MCs yield to protect
gravity-resisting members from damage.

(4) The inter-story drift ratio of the designed EDC-MF system is less
than the limitation in the code, indicating that the designed EDC-
MF system has good seismic performance against strong ground
motions. The novel EDC-MF system can be applied to high-rise
building as a seismic resilient fused structure.
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Appendix A

See Figs. A1–A3, Tables A1 and A2.
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Table A1
Earthquake records for nonlinear time history analysis.

No. Earthquake Year Magnitude NGA# Station Fault distance (km) Epicenter depth (km)

1 Kern County 1952 7.36 14 SBC 82.19 16
2 Loma Prieta 1989 6.93 742 BV-F 61.71 16.5
3 Loma Prieta 1989 6.93 749 B-SC 78.41 16.5
4 Loma Prieta 1989 6.93 794 SF-DH 71.33 16.5
5 Loma Prieta 1989 6.93 796 SFP 77.43 16.5
6 Loma Prieta 1989 6.93 798 SF-TH 76.5 16.5
7 Northridge-01 1994 6.69 1037 M-OCC 75.8 17.5
8 Northridge-01 1994 6.69 1060 RC-DC 79.99 17.5
9 Northridge-01 1994 6.69 1073 SP-PV 57.03 17.5
10 Northridge-01 1994 6.69 1093 VP-SA 77.56 17.5
11 Chi-Chi_Taiwan 1999 7.62 1193 CHY024 9.62 8
12 Chi-Chi_Taiwan 1999 7.62 1489 TCU049 3.76 8
13 Chi-Chi_Taiwan 1999 7.62 1494 TCU054 5.28 8
14 Chi-Chi_Taiwan 1999 7.62 1512 TCU078 8.2 8
15 Chi-Chi_Taiwan 1999 7.62 1530 TCU103 6.08 8
16 Chi-Chi_Taiwan 1999 7.62 1545 TCU120 7.4 8
17 Chi-Chi_Taiwan 1999 7.62 1546 TCU122 9.34 8
18 Chi-Chi_Taiwan 1999 7.62 1549 TCU129 1.83 8
19 Duzce_Turkey 1999 7.14 1611 Lamont 1058 0.21 13
20 Duzce_Turkey 1999 7.14 1612 Lamont 1059 4.17 13

Table A2
Model parameters for steel4 material.

Fuse bk R0 r1 r2 bi bl ρi Ri Iyp

RSSD 0.01 20 0.9 0.15 0.2 0.84 0.0006 3.0 1.0
MC 0.01 15 0.9 0.15 0.2 0.84 0.0006 3.0 1.0

Note: the definition of each item can refer to Ref. [41].
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